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	Secrets of the JavaScript Ninja, 9781933988696 (193398869X), Manning Publications, 2010

	There is nothing simple about creating effective, cross-browser, JavaScript code. In addition to the normal challenge of writing clean code you have the added complexity of dealing with obtuse browser complexities. To counter-act this JavaScript developers frequently construct some set of common, reusable, functionality in the form of JavaScript library. These libraries frequently vary in content and complexity but one constant remains: They need to be easy to use, be constructed with the least amount of overhead, and be able to work in all browsers that you target.


	It stands to reason, then, that understanding how the very best JavaScript libraries are constructed and maintained can provide great insight into how your own code can be constructed. This book sets out to uncover the techniques and secrets encapsulated by these code bases into a single resource.
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XML Publishing with AxKitO'Reilly, 2004
XML Publishing with AxKit presents web  programmers the knowledge they need to master AxKit. The  book features a thorough introduction to XSP (extensible  Server Pages), which applies the concepts of Server Pages  technologies (embedded code, tag libraries, etc) to the XML  world, and covers integrating AxKit with...

		

Formal Methods: Foundations and Applications: 15th Brazilian Symposium, SBMF 2012, Natal, Brazil, September 23-28, 2012. ProceedingsSpringer, 2012

	This volume contains the papers presented at SBMF 2012: the 15th Brazilian

	Symposium on Formal Methods. The conference was held in the city of Natal,

	Brazil, colocated with CBSoft 2012, the Third Brazilian Conference on Software:

	Theory and Practice.





	The conference program included two invited talks, given by John...

		

Applications of Ion Exchange Materials in Biomedical IndustriesSpringer, 2019

	This book presents the applications of ion-exchange materials in the biomedical industries. It includes topics related to the application of ion exchange chromatography in determination, extraction and separation of various compounds such as amino acids, morphine, antibiotics, nucleotides, penicillin and many more. This title is a...




	

Tech Mining: Exploiting New Technologies for Competitive AdvantageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
In the “information economy,” we recognize the increasing availability of
information. On the one hand, we can be intimidated by the overwhelming
amount of information bearing down on us. On the other hand, we now have
tools to enable us to garner great value from that information quite readily.
New information...

		

Oracle 10g Developing Media Rich ApplicationsDigital Press, 2006
Integrating Multimedia features in databases in one of the most important new applications in the last 20 years     

       Oracle 10g Developing Media Rich Applications is focused squarely on database administrators and programmers as the foundation of multimedia database applications. With the release of Oracle8 Database in 1997,...

		

Oracle SQL*Plus Pocket Reference (Pocket Reference (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 2004

	
		The Oracle SQLPlus Pocket Reference is a must-have for anyone working with Oracle databases, especially those looking to maximize the effectiveness of SQLPlus. As Oracle's long-standing interactive query tool, SQLPlus is available at every Oracle site, from the largest data warehouse to the smallest...
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